
Ok-ki-tok-i-un- ga,    Ok-ki-tok-i-un-ga,  Hey, mish-a day mis-sa do-a-mis-sha day

Ok-ki-tok-i-un - ga,    Ok-ki-tok-i- un - ga,  Hey, mish-a day, mish-a  do-a mish-a   day

Es   -    sa ko-a  mish-i     waa  -    ni,           Es  -    sa   ko-a mish-i     waa  -     ni

Ok-ki-tok-i-un - ga,    Ok-ki-tok-i-un - ga,  Hey mish-a day, mish-a  do-a mish-a  day.

Okkitokiunga
origin clouded

arr:  LJ Clare
Canada 2006

Key F, first note do(F)
a cappella count-in:  1 2 3 4 Ok....

Okkitokiunga is widely known as an Inuit fishing/hunting song.   Lately its origins have been called into 
question by musicologists comparing both its words and melodies to traditional songs in Norway and 
Germany.   Its possible that this song spanned continents by meetings between early Inuit and Norse 
explorers.  Its also possible that we'll never know for sure its beginnings.   Wherever it came from, its steady 
pulse and repetitive words lend themselves to a working-paddling song.   The first two lines are assumed to 
be sung while paddling; the third line while scanning the horizon or harpooning whale, seal or walrus; the 
fourth line while paddling again --hopefully on the way home.

Actions mimic storytelling a sealing expedition.
Okkitokiunga  ....
Okkitokiunga  ...
Essa coa mish ...
Okkitokiunga ...

Okkitokiunga  ....
Okkitokiunga  ...
Essa coa mish ...
Okkitokiunga ...

paddle kayak rhythmically
scan horizon for seal
paddle again

paddle kayak
harpoon seal, pull into boat
paddle slowly as boat is heavy now

aboriginal flute

disputed origin
Canada or Scandinavia

Okkitokiunga
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Lesson A each week covers core material. Year 
goals are met by completing Lesson A material. 

Lesson B offers additional ideas for review, 
practice or enrichment.

Focus:     Harmony      Mood LLeessssoonn11JanuaryJanuary 99
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C1.1song: Okkitokiunga
                 My Paddle's Keen and Bright

C3.2 identify through performing music
          from a variety of cultures

element focus:  harmony

Pitch:  mee may maw mow moos
             

Rhythm:   Echo Rhythms
                   while Walking a Beat

MusicMusic(C)

Warm-UpsWarm-Ups(3 minutes)

2

1

In some circles, seal hunting may be controversial.   I spent a year living in Yellowknife -
visiting in Norman Wells and Tuktoyaktuk.  In the far north winter is long and there isn't 
much to eat.   Summer is short and the harvest lean.   Hunting seals provides food, oil, and 
clothing.   It is a necessary part of life for Inuit living on the land.

"Still now and hear my singing (try singing?)"  --hands up if you remember the 
name of this lullaby.  (Inuit Lullaby)  Inuit people live in the far north of Canada.  
In the summer where they live, the sun rises very, very early  --sometimes so 
early that it doesn't have time to set, it just dips below the horizon and comes 
right back up again.   In the winter, it's the opposite and by December there's 
hardly any sun at all during the day.    The climate means that people can't 
farm the land.    Before there were planes to fly groceries to the north, Inuit 
people survived by hunting in the ocean and on land.   Many Inuit people still 
hunt for their food."

"When they hunt on the ocean, they travel in small boats called kayaks.  
Maybe you've seen a kayak, or been in one on a lake?   They're like a canoe, 
but smaller.   The paddle has blades on both ends.   Paddling a kayak takes 
good muscles and rhythm to keep the boat going straight.  People paddling 
boats for long distances sometimes sing to keep themselves company.   
Imagine you are in a kayak, out hunting for some food for your family.  Hold 
your paddle in the middle  (mime dipping a kayak paddle first on one side, then the other)  
...   When the music starts, try to find the beat with as you paddle your kayak."

New Song:New Song:   Okkitokiunga

Play Music Play Music   Okkitokiunga    Sing-a-Long Recording



Ok-ki-tok-i-un- ga,    Ok-ki-tok-i-un-ga,  Hey, mish-a day mis-sa do-a-mis-sha day

Ok-ki-tok-i-un - ga,    Ok-ki-tok-i- un - ga,  Hey, mish-a day, mish-a  do-a mish-a   day

Es   -    sa ko-a  mish-i     waa  -    ni,           Es  -    sa   ko-a mish-i     waa  -     ni

Ok-ki-tok-i-un - ga,    Ok-ki-tok-i-un - ga,  Hey mish-a day, mish-a  do-a mish-a  day.

Okkitokiunga
origin clouded

arr:  LJ Clare
Canada 2006

Key F, first note do(F)
a cappella count-in:  1 2 3 4 Ok....
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 "There's something about this song that is going to make is 
easy to learn.   Look at the music and try to figure out what it is.  
(the form,  lines 1, 2,4 are the same)   Yes ---the form of this song 
makes it easy to learn.   

Practice the rhythm of the first line.   Give a clear count-in, students 
clap and say the rhythm names.   Then try saying the words to the 
rhythm.  (If needed, divide the class in half with half clapping the 
rhythm while the others say the words and then switch.)

Now work on the pitch/tune.   Play an "F" on a glockenspiel to give the 
first note  (do).   Sing through the solfa with students, trying to keep in 
rhythm.   Finally sing the whole line.

Play the music with students singing along.

Post the music. As you say the title, keep it in the rhythm of the song.  
"Okkitokiunga  --interesting word eh?  Okkitokiunga  ...  try 
it, ready?   Okkitokiunga,  again  ...  Okkitokiunga."

   ti-ti     ti-ti      ta    ta
Ok-ki - to-ki - un - ga

Play Music Play Music   Okkitokiunga    Sing-a-Long Recording

AABA

1.  clap and say time names

2.  say words to rhythm

3.  sing solfa, to rhythm

4.  sing one line

learn the first line
(also the 2nd and 4th eh)

Enrichment/Acting ideas for Okkitokiunga follow today’s lesson.



1.  My    pad  -   dle's keen  and  bright,     Flash-ing        with   sil   -     ver,
2. Dip,   dip       and  swing  her  back,      Flash-ing         with   sil   -     ver,

Fol -  low          the   wild  goose flight,         Dip,    dip         and    swing.
Swift  as            the   wild  goose flies,           Dip,    dip         and    swing.

My Paddle's Keen and Bright
Key Em, first note B(so)
a cappella count-in:  1&2&3&4&My pad...

round
attributed to: Margaret Embers McGee

1918   Canadaallegro
mp 1 2

3 4

Still  now   and   hear      my    sing - ing,   Sleep through the night,   my   dar - ling,

We have    a      ti   -     ny     daugh - ter,      She   is       a      gift       we're    giv -  en,

Though she   as    yet    knows   noth - ing,       She   is      so    sweet      I'm     sing - ing.

Inuit Lullaby
Canada

origin unknown

Key G, first note low so(D), Pentatonic
a cappella count-in:  1 2 3 4, Still...

Andante

Songs to Continue the theme ...
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(Say "Okkitokiunga" while pointing to self, then point to class.   Wait for the class to 

echo the word.)   "I'm listening for 5 interesting things about the song 
Okkitokiunga or about the people it belongs to."  (Gather ideas, 
counting them off as they are given.)

Enrichment/Performance   Enrichment/Performance   Okkitokiunga

Ok-ki-tok-i-un- ga,    Ok-ki-tok-i-un-ga,  Hey, mish-a day mis-sa do-a-mis-sha day

Ok-ki-tok-i-un - ga,    Ok-ki-tok-i- un - ga,  Hey, mish-a day, mish-a  do-a mish-a   day

Es   -    sa ko-a  mish-i     waa  -    ni,           Es  -    sa   ko-a mish-i     waa  -     ni

Ok-ki-tok-i-un - ga,    Ok-ki-tok-i-un - ga,  Hey mish-a day, mish-a  do-a mish-a  day.

Okkitokiunga
origin clouded

arr:  LJ Clare
Canada 2006

Key F, first note do(F)
a cappella count-in:  1 2 3 4 Ok....

Okkitokiunga is widely known as an Inuit fishing/hunting song.   Lately its origins have been called into 
question by musicologists comparing both its words and melodies to traditional songs in Norway and 
Germany.   Its possible that this song spanned continents by meetings between early Inuit and Norse 
explorers.  Its also possible that we'll never know for sure its beginnings.   Wherever it came from, its steady 
pulse and repetitive words lend themselves to a working-paddling song.   The first two lines are assumed to 
be sung while paddling; the third line while scanning the horizon or harpooning whale, seal or walrus; the 
fourth line while paddling again --hopefully on the way home.

Actions mimic storytelling a sealing expedition.
Okkitokiunga  ....
Okkitokiunga  ...
Essa coa mish ...
Okkitokiunga ...

Okkitokiunga  ....
Okkitokiunga  ...
Essa coa mish ...
Okkitokiunga ...

paddle kayak rhythmically
scan horizon for seal
paddle again

paddle kayak
harpoon seal, pull into boat
paddle slowly as boat is heavy now
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"Time for the hunters to find a seal, harpoon it and haul it onto the 
kayak.   This time are the first two lines going to be loud or quiet?"  
(quiet, sneaking up on the seal)   

"How could the song show when the harpoon hits the seal?"  (Maybe a 

sudden  fff on the "day" at the end of the second line?)

"How will the third line be sung this time to show pulling the seal on to 
the kayak?"

"Now the hunters are heading for home.   Will they be paddling slowly 
or quickly?  (either one could have a rationale  --slowly, heavy kayak, tired after 

paddling all day;  quickly --excited by find, anxious to get home)   Will they be 
singing softly or loudly?"

hunters find
a seal

the seal is
harpooned

heading
for home

pulling seal
on to kayak

"Where does the song change?  (line 3)  Yes, here the hunters stop 
paddling and look around them for seals.  How could the dynamics 
change to show that they are scanning the ocean?  (softer?)  They don't 
see any seals so they begin paddling again."

"How many times shall we sing the song to tell the story of how they 
are paddling and looking?"   (2 or 3?)

hunters stop
paddling,
look around

hunters 
paddle again

Post the music.  "What is the form of this song?"  (AABA)

Students and teacher  sing the first line together, then students continue 
unaccompanied.   Listen for places students have difficulty keeping the 
pitch or rhythm.   Review those places, and sing again.

The song lends itself to imagining the story of a seal hunt by defining 
dynamics and tempo.   Help the class to make decisions, and then 
perform/sing the song as a story.    

"We know this song is sung when paddling a kayak.   Imagine that the 
hunters are just setting out, looking for seals to bring home and feed their 
families.   They're excited and have lots of energy.   What tempo would show 
that in the song?(allegro or presto)   What dynamics? (mf  or f)  What could 
we do with our bodies to show what is happening? (paddle the kayak)

hunters set
out

note a reminder 
of the story                               
                                                
                                                

allegro prestoandante

ppp mpf mffff beside the note 
 put the symbol chosen
 for dynamics and tempo

Enrichment/Performance   Enrichment/Performance   Okkitokiunga



Canada

Russia

USA

Norway

Greenland

land Inuit
live on

North Pole
Ice Cap
grows in winter
shrinks in summer
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